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The way publishers engage 
readers has changed
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The noise has 
become deafening



Social media is no 
longer fit for purpose
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But publishers 
already have the 
network they need



A publisher is an 
active member of 
the community in 
which it operates

Readers Publishers

Authors

Editors



 The community approach

Cultivating this community 
creates more and deeper 
engagement with the people 
that matter. 

Strengthened relationships and 
greater trust.

Readers

Authors

Publisher

EditorsCommunity



Zapnito & Springer Nature

Springer Nature today has 
almost 30 niche, expert-led 
spaces for learning, 
connection and 
collaboration.



The communities that made Nature

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW4s58u8PZo
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New Nature journal 
communities

Nature 
Masterclasses

Timeline
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Communities in numbers

9 Nature Research Communities

2 Springer Nature Communities

1400 Behind the Papers

2.4 million pageviews

860K annual users

23K registered members

1140K clicks to journal articles

All numbers are last twelve months (November 2018 to October 2019)



• Authors are invited to tell the personal story 
behind their research

• All posts are unedited

• Introduced established authors to new journals

• An author service and USP

• Generates high quality traffic for journal articles 
(1-2% of total article traffic where all authors are 
invited)

• 40% of authors agree to write a BTP

Case study 1: Behind the Paper (BTP)



I prefer society journals, because the 
society's social connections are one of 
few things that can ensure the quality 

of science. 

Initially, I thought that one downside of 
Nature Eco&Evo is that it does not have 

a society that it is based on.

 Behind the Paper can mitigate my 
concern, because this connects 

researchers in ways that journal articles 
alone cannot. 

Why do Nature 
authors write for us?

of invited authors 
write a Behind 
the Paper post.

40%

depending on 
subject

25 - 67%



The behind the paper feature is definitely a 
plus. 

Having more benefits for no cost associated 
with a journal submission should (and will) 
make me more likely to submit my future 

research to Nature Sustainability.

In a survey of 400+ Behind the Paper 
authors

• 95% were satisfied with their 
experience of writing a Behind the 
Paper post

• 58% were more likely to publish with 
us again because we offered them 
the opportunity to write a Behind 
the Paper post

Behind the Paper posts 
increase submissions

Communities foster loyal authors which in turn drives revenue growth



• Letter from Jeremy Levin and co on the 
Nature Research Bioengineering 
Community

• Leaders in US biotech call on the US 
government to have a more positive 
attitude towards Chinese scientists in 
the USA

• 40 additional signatures gathered from 
community post

• 10K researchers read the letter
• Letter with additional signatures then 

published in Nature Biotechnology

Case study 2: Community feedback

Online communities allow us to gather feedback from researchers.



• Nature Human Behaviour commissioned 
content on Publish or Perish and the harm 
that this has on academics

• 28 Worldviews published in the journal
• All other authors invited to write for 

community, as an author service, and to 
increase the diversity of authors

• >50 community blog posts published
• 25K people read the collection on the 

community

Case study 3: user-generated content

User-generated community content can supplement 
content in the journal, with a wider diversity of authors 

and no limits on volume.



• Authors from our partner journals invited to write Behind the Paper posts
• Brand association with Nature Research

• Marketing and author engagement service for society partner

Case study 4: supporting partners

Behind the Paper and Communities allow partners to engage with their 
authors and members. They are a USP for Springer Nature.



• Selected authors invited to share the 
impact that their papers had

• Published as “After the paper”
• Proposed for journal anniversaries
• Useful for impact in terms of policy, for 

example for Sustainable Development 
Goals

Case study 5: demonstrating impact
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Community contributors are your best advocates



What have we learnt?

Building a community 
takes time

Hire dedicated 
resource

Decide how to 
measure success Avoid silos



Recipe for Success



Zapnito: the intersection of 
content and connection

Here forms a trust and a 
loyalty that turns customers 
or readers into advocates 
and evangelists. 

Collaboration

Conversations

People-focused

Expertise

Thought 
leadership

Peer-to-peer

Q&A
Original 
research

Expert 
insights
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Multi-networks
Create multiple interconnected 
communities, which cater to 
different subject areas. 



The future of the book is not 
a digital book
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What if the book starts with 
the community?
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Thank you
charles@zapnito.com

ben.johnson@nature.com
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